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Abstract
Numerical versions of the classical mathematical approach of Schwarz Alternating Method
(SAM), introduced by Schwarz (15] a century ago, have been recently explored as parallel com-
putational frameworks for the numerical solut.ion of initial/boundary value problems. These
schemes are usually referred to as Schwarz Splitlings(.'J'S). One of the uncertainties in the nu-
merical formulation of SAM that affects its convergence is the selection of the so called interface
conditions. In the context of elliptic boundary value problems the most commonly used auxiliary
conditions are of Dirichlet t.ype. In this paper we consider one-parameter (a) mixed interface
conditions (i.e. the same parameter is used in all sub domains) and the multi -parameter case
where a different parameter (ni) is associated with the i-th overlapping area. The SS approach
with the mixed boundary conditions is referred to as Generalized(G) SS. An appropriate choice
of the parameter n relating the weights between the Dirichlet and the Neumann conditions
allows one to optimize the convergence rates of the GSS [17]. In this paper, first we deter-
mine explicitly the optimal value of n for the cases of two and three subregions and two-point
boundary value problems and propose an approach for determining a experimentally in the
case of more than three subregions. Second, we successfully determine the optimal values of
a;'s for which the spectral radius of t.he block Jacobi iteration matrix associated with the GSS
is zero. The parametrized .'is methods studied in this paper are extended and studied for two-
and higher-dimensional boundary value problems in [7].
1 Introduction
The classical approach of the so called S'chwar'z Altcmating Method (SAM) [15] for studying ini-
tial/boundary value problems has been recently explored by many researchers as a framework (re-
ferred very often to Genemlizcd Schwartz Splitting (GSS)) for solving numerically initial/boundary
value problems on parallel machines. Tang [16, 17] among others studies a formulation of the SAM
method and its numerical counterpart involving a, one-para.meter interface conditions on the artifi-
cial boundary among the subdomains. Among the objectives of this paper are the theoretical com-
pletion of Tang's results [17] and the formulation of a framework for new class of Multi-parametrized
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Generalized Schwarz Splitting and its numerical analysis. Throughout, we adopt Tang's notation
and for completeness of presentation we give a short description of SAM approach for k-way splitting
of the underlying geometry.
Let us consider a boundary value problem based on a second order linear elliptic partial differ-
ential equation(PDE)
{
Lu = j in n, (1)
Eu = 'lj; on fo
where L is the elliptic operator, j,1/) are given functions, n is a bounded open region in the n-
dimensional space and fo is the boundary of n. Furthermore we assume that the solution of
problem (1) exists and is unique.
Figure 1. A 3-way splitting of the domain n.
First, we consider a k-way splitting of the PDE domain such that
k
n = Unj ,
j=l
where
njl,j2 =njl n nj2 i- </> for III - j21 = 1
njl n n h n n JJ = ep,
for distinct jl,12,13 E {1,2,· .. ,k}. Figure 1 depicts an instance of the above splitting for a two
dimensional domain with three subdomains. Second, we distinguish the actual boundaries from the
artificial ones introduced by the splitting. We denote by fo·, fo· . the boundaries of nJ"nJ'l J'2- 1 11,12 '
respectively and define them such that







,j = 1,···, k,
,j=1,···,k-1
,j = k.
According to SAM the initial boundary value problem (BVP) (1) becomes equivalent to k coupled
problems defined over the k subdomains provided that boundary conditions are specified on the
interface boundaries r j,j-1 , r j,j+ 1 of the su bdomains. These boundary conditions are called the
inter/ace conditions. In order to solve them, we assume some initial guesses to the solutions of
the k coupled problems on the common boundaries, say Ulrj,i+l = 'ljJo,j,j = 1,···,k-1 and apply
some well known iterative scheme to construct a sequence of k functions {u~i), u~i), .. " u~i)}, i =
1,2,3,···. In the case of Gauss-Seidel like scheme and Dirichlet type interface conditions the iterates




















for j = 1,2"", k
for i = 1,2,3, .. ·. Under certain conditions [:2], [6], the sequence {u~i),u~i), ... ,uii)} converges to
the solution of problem (1).
It turns out that the best choice of interface conditions for the SAM approach is an open
problem. In this paper we consider the convergence properties of a numerical framework based on
a numerical analog of SAM (See, e.g. [9], [11], [1:3], [14], [1:2]) with Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and SOR
type iteration and parametrized mixed (Dirichlet and Neumann) interface conditions with one and
several parameters. The relation of the rate of convergence of the numerical SAM method to the
mesh size of the discretization scheme used is another important issue. It is known (See [3], [10],
[16]) that for model problems with Dirichlet interface conditions and a fixed aspect ratio of the
overlapping area over the subdomains, the rate of convergence of numerical SAM does not depend
on the mesh size. This is not true when mixed interface conditions are used [17]. However, our
investigation has shown that there are one-dimensional BV problems where the rate of convergence
does not change with the mesh size even for mixed type interface conditions with appropriately
chosen convex combinations of Dirichlet and Neumann conditions.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we consider the one-parameter CSS studied
by Tang in [17] and derive explicit and implicit analytic expression for the optimal values of Q. In
Section 3 we formulate and analyze a multi-parametrized numerical SAM framework whose mixed
interface conditions in each subdomain are controlled by different parameters. Finally Section
4 includes some preliminary experimental results which verify the rate of convergence of these
methods.
2 Parametrized Schwarz Splitting for Two-point Boundary Value
Problems: the One -parameter Case
In this section we consider the two-poiut bounda.ry va.lue problem
Lu == -n"(t) + q n(l.) = /(t), t E (0,1),
4
(2)
Bu == u(O) = ao, Bu == u(I) = (£1
(3)
a'll
gi('ll) = W'U + (1 - W)~
un
on the artificial boundary. The same one-parameter (w) Schwa1'z Splitting (SS) with Jacobi itera-
tions was considered in [17]. Tang noted that W is a function of parameters h (disretization size)
and a, where 0 :::; a < 1, for a class of splittings. Furthermore, he was able to determine all non-zero
eigenvalues of the corresponding block Jacobi iteration matrix in the case of 3-way decomposition
of the domain (k=3) and to show experimentally the relation between the spectral radius of this
matrix and the parameter a. It was observed experimentally that for some value of a the conver-
gence rate of the Genemlized SS was optimized. For the general case k ~ 4, a 2(k - 1) x 2(k - 1)
matrix was derived whose eigenvalue spectrum definitely includes all the non-zero eigenvalues of
the Jacobi matrix.
In this section, we summarize the results in [17] and then determine analytically the exact value,
if possible, of the parameter a that minimizes the spectral radius of the block Jacobi iteration matrix
of the Genemlized SS. Specifically, we derive explicitly the optimal value of a for the cases k = 2
and k = 3 for which the spectral radius of Jacobi matrix turns out to be zero. In general, for
k (~ 3) overlapping subregions, we present two coupled equations whose roots definitely include all
non-zero eigenvalues of the block Jacobi iteration matrix of the Genemlized SS. These equations
can be used to estimate the optimal value of a numerically.
with q ~ 0 and formulate a numerical instance of SAlvI based on a k-way splitting of the unit
interval and finite difference discretizations of the local BVP over each subdomain with mixed
interface condition
2.1 Formulation of the One -parameter Schwarz Splitting
Following Tang's formulation and notation of US'S [17], we discretize the BVP (2) by a second
order central divided differences discretization scheme with a uniform grid of mesh size h which
yields the linear system
(4)
where
Tn (3) = tridiag( -1, f3, -l),~xn
with (3 = 2 +qh2 (~ 2). To simplify the notation we shall use Tn to denote Tn((3) and extend it so
that
:1:1 -I 0 0 0
-1 ;/;'2 -1 0 0
0 -I ;1;'2 -1 0
Tn (;r,1,:1;'2,:1::3) = (5)
0 0 -1 :1:2 -1
0 0 0 -1 X3 nxn
denotes the tridiagonal matrix that differs from Tn (a:2) in its first and last diagonal elements whose
values are Xl and X3, respectively.
For the formulation of the Genemlized S.'i we split the region (0,1) into k (2:: 2) overlapping
subregions as shown in FigUI'e :2.
o








Figure 2. One-dimensional overlapping domain splitting.
Furthermore, we denote by e the length of the overlap and 17 the length of each subdomain.
Thus by definition the following relations hold n + 1 = *, l + 1 = t and m + 1 = *so that
n = mk -l(k - 1). Throughout, we assume that l ::; m2"l which implies that no three subdomains
can have a common overlap. The open circled points in Figure 2 represent the artificial boundaries
(interfaces) of the subdomains on which we force the solutions of the local BVP to satisfy the
parametrized mixed interface conditions (:3) with
1-0'
w= 0::;0'<1. (6)
1 - n +nh'
The derivation of this formula for w is not included in [17]. We derive it in section A of the
Appendix.
For easy exposition of the convergence analysis of the corresponding GSS method, we consider
the case of 3-way (k = 3) splitting of the BVP domain. The treatment of the general case is
straightforward. For this particular case, the corresponding generalized.'iS discrete equations to
BVP (4) in a block matrix form are
~ Tm-/ -F; I 0 0 0
-£1 1, I -F2 0 0
0 -£2 Tm- 2/ -F3 0
0 0 -£:3 I 1i -PI l
0 0 0 1-£4 Tm-I
Xl bl
X2 b2
:l:3 b3 = b. (7)
X4 b4
:l:s bs
For the convergence analysis of the underlying iterative scheme used in the implementation of SAM,
we consider an augmented version of the a.bove system of equations as this approach was considered
in [16]. Specifically, we view the above global matrix Tn as superposition of the local discretization
(j
matrices assuming global ordering of the local unknowns in each subdomain. This form of the GSS
equations is called Genem/ized S'chwar'z Enhanced System of Equations(GSEE) [17J and has the
following structure
ITm -/ -F1 a a a a a
-E1 B1 C1 -F2 a a a
-E1 C' B ' -F2 a a a' 1 1
a a -E2 Tm - 2/ -F3 a a
a a a -E:3 B2 C2 -F4








Several splittings can be employed for matrix T/. In (8), we assume that
T/ = Bi +Ci = B: + CL i = 1,2,
where Bi,q are arbitrary matrices whose dct(Bi - CD t= a,i = 1,2, while the matrices Ei have
zero elements everywhere except for a 1 at the rightmost top position and the matrices Fi have
zero elements everywhere except for a 1 at the leftmost bottom position. The matrices Ei and Fi
are assumed to have compatible sizes.
Next we consider the Parametrized Geneutlized Schwarz Splitting corresponding to a
particular splitting of matrix T/. Specifically, we choose the I X I matrices C: and Ci such that all
their entries are zero except those in the position (1,1) and (I, I) which are equal to a. It is not
difficult to show that for (3 ~ :2 we have
det( Bi - Cn = det(T/((3 - a,/3, /3 - a)) t= o.
It turns out that these conditions imply the equivalence of the linear systems (7) and (8) ( [16, 17J
).
One can easily show that the matrix Tn in (8) can be written in the form
[
Tm (/3, /3, {3 - n) - F' a]
Tn = - E' Tm(/3 - n, /3,(3 - (\') - F'
a -E' Tm ((3 - a,{3,(3)
(9)
where E' is the m x m matrix with zero elements everywhere except for a 1 in the position (1,171-1)
and -a in the position (1, m - I + 1) and F' is the m x m matrix with zero elements everywhere
except for a 1 in the position (m, I + 1) and -(\' in the position (m, I). We refer to the matrix as
the Parametrized Genem/ized Schwar'z Enhanced Matl'i:J.: (PGS£M) of the matrix Tn in (7).
Finally, for the convergence analysis of the Pammetrized Genem/ized Schwar'z Splitting (PGSS)
we shall consider the following splitting of PGSEM in (9)
Tn = M - N
[TmUJ'r -0) aTm (/3 - a,I),I) - u)
a
7
a ] [0a - E'
Tm (l3 - a, (3, /3) a
2.2 Convergence Analysis of the One-parameter Schwarz Splitting
The convergence analysis of the Pammclri::ed Genemli::ed SS based on .Jacobi iteration over the
interface unknowns is reduced to calculating the spectral radius of the block Jacobi iteration matrix
J = M- 1 N of the matrix Tn in (9). This .Jacobi matrix has the form
(10)
Moreover, its block tridiagonal structure of Tn in (9) implies that Tn possesses Young's block
property A (See [18], [20J, [1]). Thus, the convergence of block Jacobi method implies that its Gauss-
Seidel counterpart will converge twice as fast while its optimal SOR counterpart will converge much
faster. The analysis of the SOR method requires knowledge of the spectrum of the block Jacobi
iteration matrix J in (10) or at least its convex hull. For a real spectrum, it is well known that the
Young's optimal value of the SOR parameter must be used (See [19], [20], [18], [1]) otherwise the
optimal SOR parameter must be found by the Young-Eidson's algorithm [21J (See also [20]).
Following we summarize the observations in [17J in two Lemmas(2.1 and 2.2) and derive the
optimal values of the parameter Q explicitly for the special cases k = 2,3 and show the conditions
Q satisfies in the general case. To simplify the presentation we adopt the notation p(A) and o-(A)
for the spectral radius and the spectrum of a matrix A respectively.








_ (l) (I) _ . ('2) ('2) _ ('2) ('2)
91 - tm _ 1 - Q tm - I+1 , 9'2 - tm _ 1 - ft tm _!+1' 93 - t l+1 - Q t l
and
[ (I) t(l) (I)JT l [('2) ('2) ('2)JTt1 "'2 ,"', 1m (l'fU t1 ,t'2 ,"', tm
are the last columns of T,-;; 1 ({3,(3, /3 - Q) and T,-;; 1((3 - n,(3,(3 - Q), respectively, have the same
eigenvalue spcctm ea:ccpt possibly for some ::Ct'08. Atore specifically it holds that
0-(.7) = 0-(G:3) U {O}. (12)
Proof: We begin our proof with the observation that all row vectors of J are zero except those
in the last row of F'. Thus only the last columns
in T;;;.l((3,(3,(3-a) and T;;;1([3-a,(3,(3-a) are used when T,;;1(/3,(3,(3-a) P' and T;;;.l((3-a,(3,(3-
a) F' are computed. Similarly, when T,;;l (13 - ct, /3, (3) E' and T,;;l ((3 - a, (3, (3 - a) E' are computed
only the first columns in T,;;l ([3 - a, /3, /3) and T,;;l (/3 - a, /3, /3 - a) are used and these columns are
given by
[t!,~), ... ,t~1),t~l)]T and [t~,~), ... ,t~2),t~2)f,
respectively. Notice that the matrix J in (10) has only eight non-zero columns. Let P be the
3 m x 3 m permutation matrix that moves these columns, i.e.,
m -l, m -l + 1, m + l, m + 1+ 1, 2m -I, 2m - l + 1, 2m + l, 2m + l + 1
to the last eight columns in the order
:3rn - 8 + 'i, i = 1,2, .. ·,8,
Since the matrix W has only four independent columns, a similarity transformation on it yields the
matrix G3 in (11) whose eigenvalues include the four, possibly, non-zero eigenvalues of W. Next,
we present the derivation of (;:3 from IV since it was not included in [17]. For this derivation we let
j5 be the permutation matrix that moves the columns 1,4,5,8 to the columns 5,6, 7,8, respectively,
and define the matrix
q=
~ ~
n 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 n 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 n 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
~I0 0 0 0 0 0 0:
9
Form the definition of P and Q, we can easily show that
W' pT Q-1 WQ P
[~ C;:3]
(14)
Then the relation (12) is a direct consequence of (13) and (14). •
It is worth noticing that the roots of the characteristic polynomial of the matrix in (11) are the
non-zero eigenvalues
± )91(92 ± g3). (15)
A similar analysis as in Lemma 2.1 can be followed to cover the k (2: 3) case. The corresponding
result is given in [17] and is stated here by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2 For k (2: 3) ove1'lapping subrcgions. the non-ze1'O eigenvalues of the Jacobi matrix j
are included in those of thc following (k - 1) x (k - 1) block matrix
E (T 0 0 0
L D U 0 0
0 L D U 0
Gk = (16)
0 0 L D U
0 0 0 L ET
where
E = [ 0 gl ], L = [ g; ~ ], D _ [ 0 g2 ] U = [ ~ ~] .g2 a g2 a '
Specifically, the following relation holds
a(.I) = a(Chl u {a}. (17)
Remark: For k (= 2) over'lapping subrcgions, it can be found out that the matrix G2 is given by
(18)
This summarizes the results derived by Tang in [17]. Next we try to address the open problem
of determining analytically the exact va.lues of n. This problem can be formulated as follows.
Problem: Determine the optimal value of n for' which the spectral radius of the block
Jacobi iteration matr·i:J.: of the Generalized SS is as small as possible.
10
For the determination of the optimal Ct, one has to obtain analytic expressions for 9t,9z,93
. . . [(1) (1) (l)]T d [(2) (2) (2)]T •wInch turn out to be expressIons of t1 ' t2 ,"', tm an t 1 , t 2 , ••• , tm . A techruque for
computing these vectors is suggested in [17] (See also [4]). Moreover, they can be derived from the
analysis of a more general case which is formulated and treated in Section 3. The derivation of
these vectors is presented in Section B of the Appendix. The following Lemma states the analytic
expressions of 9t, 92, 93 while its proof contains an outline of their derivation.












Proof: Since [tP), t~1), ... , d,~)V is the last column of T;;;,l ({3, {3, (3 - a), the components of it

















by replacing Om-pH for 41). From the result in Section B of the Appendix, we obtain
{
sinh«m-p+1 )0) - U sinh«m-p)O)
o = sinh«m+l)O) - «(>+0) sinh(mO) + 0, 0 sinh«m-l)O)
p (m-p+l) - °(m-p)
(m+l) - (0,+0) m + 0, °(m-I)
for f3 > 2
for /3 = 2,
for p = 1,2" .. , m, where () = CLl'ccosh( q). Considering the ca.se of f3 > 2, we have
t(l) (j sinh(pO)
'p = m-p+1 = sinh«m+l)O) - (, sinh(mO)
11
(21 )
for p = 1,2" ", m. Similarly, we find that
t(2) _ sillh(pO)- (\' sinh((p-I)O)
p - sinh((m+l)O)-2 (\' sinh(mO)+ (\'2 sinh((m-I)O) (22)
for p = 1,2" ", m. From the two expressions in (21 ),(22), we obtain for 91, g2, 93 the following
_ t(I) _ at(I) _ sinh((m-I)O)-(\'sinh((m-I+I)O)
91 - m-I m-I+l - sinh((m+l)O)-(\'sinh(mO) ,
= t(2) _ at(2) = sillh((m-I)O) :-" (sillh((m-I-l)O)+sinh((m-I+~)O»)+ (\'2 sillh((m-I)O»
g2 m-I m-I+I slllh((71l+1)O) -2 a slllh(mO)+ a 2 slllh((m-I)O) ,
and
= t(2) _ at(2) = .sinh((I+I)O) - 2(\' s.inh(IO) + (\'2 Si~lh((l-I)O) •
g3 1+1 I slllh((m+l)O) - 2(\' slllh(mO) + (\'2 slll.h((m-l)O)
Using the identity sinh(A) = 2 sinh( 4) cosh( 4), we can factorize the numerator and the de-
nominator in g2 and 93 to obtain (19). For;3 = 2, we can derive in a similar way the expressions
in (20). •
Having obtained the explicit expressions for 91, 92, 93, we now try to determine the optimal
value of a for which the spectral radius of the block Jacobi iteration matrix of the Generalized 55
becomes as small as possible. This is given in the following theorem.











and () = arccosh( ~) > O.
For k 2': 4, and except J01' some trivial cases, the optimal value oj a (it) that minimizes p(J) =
p(J(a)) is the value oj a that minimizes the largest oj the moduli oj the (nonidentically zero) roots






where 51 is given 7'ecu7'sively by
Proof: For k = 2, we have u(.J) = u(G2 ) U {O}, where (;2 is the matrix in (18). The eigenvalues
of G2 are given by
12
So, pel) can be made zero if and only if 91 = 0. The latter condition holds if and only if 0: is given
by (23).
For k = :3, we have from Tang's result in (15) that p(.!) is given by
p( l) = p( (;3) = max(J191(92 +g3)1, J191(92 - 93)1 ). (26)
We note that 92 + 93 and 92 - g3 can not be made simultaneously zero since then we would have
93 = 0 implying 0: > 1. So, pel) in (26) can be minimized, in fact can be made zero, if and only if
91 = O. Therefore the optimal value of 0: is the same as that of case k = 2 given in (23).
For k 2:: 4, by virtue of Lemma 2.2, we have
pc]) = p(GiJ·
For 0: E [0,1), 93 1= 0. Therefore assuming that 9192 1= °and A 1= ±(92 ± 93) all the assumptions of
the Proposition in Section C of the Appendix are satisfied. Consequently, the eigenvalues of Gk, we
are interested in, are obtained from the solution of the coupled system of equations (57) and (58).
Now, (58) will be satisfied with ( = (1 as well as with ( = (2. So, substituting, successively, (1 and
(2 for (in (58), multiplying then the first resulting equation by d-2 and the second one by (~-2 and
adding the two new resulting equations together, using the notation 51 = (~ + (~, l = 1,2" ", k -1,
with 51 = (1 + (2 = (A Z + 95 - g1)/(g:3A), and So = 1, we obtain equation (25). We observe that
by virtue of the assumption A 1= ±(gZ ± 9:3) it is (1 1= (2. Hence dividing (57) through by (1 - (2
and using equation (25) derived previously, (24) is readily obtained. Obviously, the solutions of
(24) are the, possibly, non-zero eigenvalues of.J. So, to solve our problem for k 2:: 4, we have to
numerically solve the equation (24) in A which, after getting rid of the denominators that appear, is
a polynomial equation of degree 2(k - 1) that contains only even powers of A. Since its coefficients
are functions of 0:, this simply means that the optimal value of 0: in this present general case can
only be found computationally considering a range of values of it in [0,1). •
Remarks: i) The trivial cases, not c:J.:amincd in the theor'em, give essentially the same coupled
equations (24), (25), and arc examined in detail in [7). ii) The characteristic polynomial of the
matrix Gk is the one given by the system of the two coupled equations (24), (25). In fact, even
for k = 2,3, these polynomials arc r'ccover'ed f7'07Il the two equations (24), (25). For k = 4,5, the
correspondin9 character'istic polynomials arc
and
det( Gs - AI)
3 Parametrized Schwarz Splitting for Two-point Boundary Value
Problems: the Multiple-parameter case
In this section we consider again the two-point boundary value problem in (2) and assume the
decomposition for the BV domain defined in the previous section. Moreover, we formulate the
numerical SAM based on finite difference discretization and .Jacobi type iteration scheme and
assuming the coupling (3) with different Wi'S in the artificial boundary between the subregions f2 i
and f2 i+l . Note that if Wi = w, i = 1,2" ", k - 1, then the present multi-parameter case reduces to
the one-parameter case considered in Section 2.
3.1 Formulation of the Multi -parameter Schwarz Splitting
We observed that there are many ways of splitting the matrix TI in (7). Here we choose the matrices
Bi, Bi, ,Gi, q of the previous section in order to define the Multi-Parametrized Generalized
Schwarz Splitting enhanced matrix Tn cOlTesponding to (8). For this formulation, we introduce a
set of k - 1 parameters D:i, i = 1,2"", k - 1, associated with each overlapping subdomain. As in
the case of the one-parameter W SAM, we establish the following relationship between Wi in (27)
and D:i, i.e.,
1 - (l:i
Wi = , i = 1,2,"" k - 1,
1 - (l:i + nih
where h is the grid size and 0 ~ D:i < 1.
Let Ci and Gi be l X l be matrices with zero elements everywhere except for an D:i in the position
(1,1) and (l, l), respectively. Moreover, we define E' to be the m X m matrix with zero elements
everywhere except for a 1 in the position (1, m -I) and -Cii in the position (1, m -l+1) and F' to
be the m X m matrix with zero elements everywhere except for a 1 in the position (m,l +1) and
-D:i in the position (m, l)
Then the matrix Tn in (8) can be written in the form
where Cio = Ci3 = O. If the number of subregions k is more than 3, the matrix Tn is a block k x k
matrix of the form
D 1 -F{ 0 0 0 0
E' D2 -F'.2 0 0 0- 1




0 0 0 -EL2 Dk-l -Fk-I
0 0 0 0 £' Dk- I.-I
14
where
Di =Tm (/3 - ni-I, j3, /3 - ni), oj = 1,2···, k,
and Go = Gk = O.
We call the matrix in (27) the Multi-Pammetrized Genemlized Schwarz Enhanced Matrix (MPGSEM)
of the matrix Tn in (4) and adopt the following splitting of Tn for the convergence analysis of the
Jacobi based MGSS
Tn = M-N
D1 0 0 0 0 0 0 F' 0 0 0 01
0 D2 0 0 0 0 E' 0 F~ 0 0 0I
0 0 D3 0 0 0 0 E' 0 F~ 0 02
0 0 0 0 Dk-I 0 0 0 0 E£_2 0 Fk-I
0 0 0 0 0 Dk 0 0 0 0 E£_l 0
3.2 Convergence analysis of the Multi -parameter Schwarz Splitting
The convergence analysis of the Jacobi based Multi-Pammctrized Generalized SS is again reduced
to calculating the spectral radius of the block Jacobi matrix J = M-1 N of Tn in (27). The k x k
block-Jacobi matrix J is given by
0 D1 - 1 F{ 0 0 0 0
D2- 1 E{ 0 D -I F' 0 0 02 2
0 D -1 E' 0 D -I F' 0 0
J= 3 2 :3 :3 (28)
0 0 0 D -I E' 0 D -1 F'k-I k-2 k-1 k-1
0 0 0 0 D -1 E' 0k k-1
In the following analysis we try to find matrices of smaller orders whose eigenvalues include the
non-zero eigenvalues of the block ,Jacobi matrix .7 in (28)
Lemma 3.1 If
[
s:i,j s:i,j ..• s:i,j]T
UI ,u2' ,(1m (29)
denotes the fir'st column of the matri:/; T,-;; 1{/3 - (Ii, /3./3 - Ctj) and ltV represents the 4(k - 1) x4(k - 1)
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matrix
0 X10 0 0 0 0 0
./Y12 0 0 Y:21 0 0 0
Y12 0 0 X:21 0 0 0
0 0 X:2:3 0 0 Y32 0
0 0 Y:23 0 0 X:3:2 0
lV =
0 0 0 Xk-:2,k-l 0 0 Yk-l,k-2
0 0 0 Yk-:2,k-l 0 0 Xk-l,k-2
0 0 0 0 0 Xk-l,k 0
with
Xi,i+l = [
for i = 1, 2, ... , k - 1, and
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for i = 1,2" .. , k - 2, then the eigenvalues of W include the non-zero eigenvalues of the block Jacobi
matrix J in (28), i.e.
a(.I) = a( IV) U {o}. (30)
Proof: We observe that all rows except for the first one in ELI are zero, hence only the first
column in Di1 = T;;;,l(f3 - Cti-l ,(3,f3 - ni) is used in computing Di1 E[_l' i = 2,3"", k. Then the
vector in (29) satisfies the system of equations
([3 - nil bt ,) oi,j 1,I 2.
_ot,} + /3 bi,j bt ,} 0, p=2,··"m-l, (31 )p-;-l l' 1'+1ot l } + (/3 - Ctj) bl ,} O.- 111-1 111
With this notation and the definition of the matrix £i-l, we can see that all column vectors
in the matrix D;l ELI = T7-;;1(/3 - 0:·i-l,/3,/3 - nil ELI are zero except for the (m -l)-th and
(m - 1+ 1)-st ones which are given by
[6i - 1,i Oi-l,i .,. Si-l,ilT1 ':2 ' , ( m I [
,i-I,i ,i-1,i d-l,ilTa1/.( - O:i-1 (11 , u:2 , ••• , vm ,
respectively. Similarly, all columns ill the matrix Di1 FI = T;;;,l(f3 - O:i-l,f3,f3 - Cti) FE are zero
except for the (l + l)-st and I-th ones which are given by
[Oi,i-1 .,. bi,i-l bi,i-'l'!'m , ':2 ' I I
. [Si,i-I ,i,i-1 ,i,i-1lT
(/.1/.( - Ui (111 , •• , , V:2 , (i1 ,
respectively. Note that
[oj,i ... oj,i oj,i]T71! , ':2' 1 .
is the last column of T7;.I(13 - ('Ki,;),!) - OJ). Hence the matrices Di
1ELI and Di1 Ff have the
following forms as displayed below
[~
0 Oi-l,i 8i-1 i 0
o ]
-0';-1 1 ' ...1
0 b;-1.i 8;-1 i 0 0:2 -(1'i-1:2 ' ... . ,
0 8i-l,i Oi-l i 0 o mXmm -(l:i-l m '
0 0 -(I:' Oi,i-l Oi,i-l 0 ......
~Lm
t 711. m
0 0 0; i-I b;,i-l 0-(l:i :2' :2
0 0 6;,i-1 Oi,i-1 0-ni 1 1
Since l ~ m;l, the matrix J in (28) has exactly 4(1.: - 1) non-zero columns. Let P be now the
I.: m X k m permutation matrix that moves the columns
i 1/1, -I, i 1/1, -I + 1, i 1/1, + I, i 1/1, + l + 1
to the columns
bn-4(k-l)+4(i- 1)+}, j = 1,2,3,4,
respectively, for each i = 1,2"", I.: - 1. Using the permutation matrix P just defined, I can be
transformed to I' as follows
.1' = pT .1p = [~ l~] (32)
and the result in (30) is an immediate consequence of (:32). •
The following lemma shows that there is a still smaller sized matrix whose eigenvalues definitely
include the non-zero eigenvalues of tIle block Jarobi iteration matrix J in (28).
Lemma 3.2 The eigenvalues of the 11!(J.tl'i:J.: Uk include the non-ze1'0 eigenvalues of the matrix J,
z.e.,




0 :1:10 0 0 0 0 0
X12 0 0 Y21 0 0 0
Y12 0 0 :/:21 0 0 0
0 0 X23 0 0 Y32 0
0 0 Y23 0 0 X32 0
Gk = (34)
0 0 0 Xk-2,k-1 0 0 Yk-1,k-2
0 0 0 Yk-2,k-1 0 0 Xk-1,k-2
0 0 0 0 0 :r.k-1,k 0 2(k-1)X2(k-1)
with the entries of Gk being given by
f:',) J:t,)
Xij = ul+1 - (tiul ,
Proof: We define the non-singular matrix
Y
.. - fJi,j a ofJi,j
') - ",-I - ) m-I+1' (35)
where
QoT_[ 10] Qi-1=[01 -la i ],
t - (\'i 1 '
Using the matrices Q and Q-1, IV can be transformed to W' via the following similarity
transformation
W' Q-1WQ
0 X~o 0 0 0 0 0
X~2 0 0 Yl1 0 0 0
Y{2 0 0 X~1 0 0 0
0 0 X~:3 0 0 }~h 0
0 0 Yl3 0 0 X~2 0
0 0 0 y' 0 0 Yk-l,k-2.0 k-2,k-1
0 0 0 )" 0 0 X k- 1 k-2k-2,k-i ,







for i = 1,2" . " k - 1, and
Y"+lt,t
Y'+l .t ,t - Q-Ty,. .nT- i t+1,t~':i+1
for i = 1,2,,'" k - 2. Thus the two matrices IV and IV' have the same eigenvalue spectra, i.e.,
a(W) = a(W'). (36)
We now observe that except for 2( k - 1) columns, aU other columns of the matrix W' are zero
vectors. Let then P be the 4 (I.: - 1) X 4 (k - 1) permutation matrix that moves the columns
4(i-I) + 1, 'IU - 1) +4
to the columns
2(k - 1) +2(i-I) + 1, 2( k - 1) +2( i - 1) + 2,
respectively, for each i = 1,2, .. " k - 1. Then I,V' can be transformed to W" as follows
W" = pTW' P= [0 *].o Ch
Thus the eigenvalues of the ma.trix Ch definitely include the non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix
W", i.e.,
a(W") =a(Ch) U {O}.
From the relations (30), (36) a.nd (;~7), OUI' conclusion follows. •
(37)
Having obtained the matrix G'k it can be shown that there is a choice of its elements Xi,i+t
0, i = 1,2"", k - 1 that makes all its eigeuvalues be equal to zero. This is given in the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.3 If Xi,i+1 = O,i = 1,2, .. ·,k - 1, then dct(Ch -)..I) = )..2(k-1), that is, all the
eigenvalues of the mat7'ix Gk arc ::('1'0 and thcrcforc 80 is its spcctral mdius.
Proof: Our assertion will be proved hy inc! uction. It is easily checked from (34) that the
lemma holds true for k = "2 since then G 2 = [ .,0 :1:0
10
]. Assume that the lemma holds true for
.1- 12
any k ~ 2. Then the choice
:1:i,i+1 = 0, i = 1", " k - 1,
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makes Ck have all its eigenvalues zero, i.e., dct( Gk - ,\[) = ,\2(k-t). Choose Xk,k+l = O. Then the
characteristic polynomial for Gk+ 1 is
o 0
o 0




0 0 Yk-t,k 0 ->.. Xk,k-t
0 0 0 0 Xk,k+t ->..
(38)
dct((h - ,\f) ( (-1) (->..) Xk,k+t + (_>..)2)
>..2(k-t) ((-1) (_>..) 0 + (_>..)2)
= ,\2k,
Thus the lemma holds true for I.: + 1, which cOllcludes the proof. •
There is another choice of the :l:i,j, namely Xi,i-i = 0, i = 1,2"", k - 1, that makes all the
eigenvalues zero.
Lemma 3.4 If Xi,i-t = 0, i = 1,2"," k - 1, then dct( Gk - >"I) = >..2(k-t), that is, all the
eigenvalues of the matrix Gk al'e zer'o and ther'C/ore so is its spectral radius.
Proof: Let P be the 2(k - 1) x 2(k - 1) permutation matrix that moves the i-th column to
the (2(k - 1) - i + 1)-st one, i = 1" . , , '2( k - 1),
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
p=
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 2(k-t)X2(k-t)
Then Ck in (34) can be transformed to G~ as follows
Gk = pTGkP
:20
0 :I:k-t,k 0 0 0 0 0
Xk-t,k-'2 0 0 Yk-'2,k-t 0 0 0
Yk-t,k-'2 0 0 :Ck-'2,k-t 0 0 0
0 0 :1:k-'2,k-:3 0 0 Yk-:3,k-'2 0




















Applying Lemma 3.3 on the matrix G~, we have
ifxi,i-l = O,i = I,; - 1"",2,1, then det( Cik - >"I) = >..2(k-l).
Since cr(Gk) = cr(Gk), statement (40) can be rewritten as
ifxi,i-l =O,i= 1,2,···,1,;-1, then dct(Ch->"I)= ,\2(k-I),
which proves our assertion. _
Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 are particular cases of a more general result, namely:








then det( Gk - >..I) = >..'2 (k-1) , that is, all the ciyenvalues of the matr'ix Gk are zero and therefore
so is its spectr'al mdius.
Proof: Using condition (41), Lemma :3,4 can be applied to the '2j X 2j principal submatrix
Gj+t of Gk to give
l co, 0 , I _, '2j(et( -'.1+ 1 -" ) -" . (43)
Then by using the series of relationships ill (:3K) with the conditions (4:3) and (42), we can easily
obtain
det( Ch - >..t ) = ,\'2(k-t) _
Based on the above lemmas, we can state and prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1 Let () = arccosh( q) with /3 defined in (4) and let the values lXi, i = 0,1"", k, be
defined as follows:
For () > 0 :
Qo 0,
sillh((m-I)9)-ai_l sinh((m-l-l)9) , 1 2 '
sillh((m-l+l)9)-ai_l sin.h((m-I)9)' z = ,. ,"',),
sillh((m-I)9)-<:>itl sinh((m-l-l)9) i = )' + 1" .. , k - 1,
sillh((m-l+l)9)-<:>'tl sin.h((m-I)9)'
Qk O.
For () = 0 :
Qo 0,
(m-l)-ai_dm-I-l) , 1 2 '
(m-l+l)-ai_dm-l)' z = , , ... ,),
(m-l)-aitdm-l-l) i = )' +1"", k - 1,
(m-l+l)-<:>itl(m-l) ,
0,
for any j = 0,1, ... , k - 1. Then the spcctml 'radius of the matrix G k is zero, implying that the
spectral radius of the block-Jacobi matr'ia: .7 in (28) of AI PGS EM(Tn ) is also zero.
Proof: From Section B of the Appendix, we have that
{
sinh((m-p+l)9)-<:>z sinh((m-p)9)
bi,j = sinh((m+l )9)-(<:>i+<:>j) sinh(m£l)+aiaJ sinh((m-l)9)
p (m-p+l)-"J(m-p)
(m+ 1)-(<:>i+<:>j )m+niaJ(m-l)
for () > 0
for () = O.
Note that the case () = 0 can be obtained from the case () > 0 by a limiting process argument
allowing () -+ 0+. From the definition of :I:;;'S in (;35) and for the given Qi's, we get
Xi,i-l b;~~l _ Qib;,i-l
{
sinh m-I)O -<:>,-J sinh((m-l-l)O)) - cri(sinh((m-l+l)9)-ai_l sinh((m-l 9
sinh((m+ 1)O)-(ai+<:>i-l ) sinh(m£l)+o iOi-l sinh m-l)9)
((m-I)-ai_1 (m-l-l)) - cr;((m-l+ 1)-"'-1 (m-I))
(m+ I )-(<>i+C') )m+cr,crJ (m-l)
o
for () > 0
for () = 0
for i = 1,2,· .. ,j. Similarly, we can obtain that Xi,i+l = 0, for i = j + 1, .. ·,k -1. Since the
conditions of Lemma 3.5 are satisfied. all the eigenvalues of the matrix Gk are zero. Hence by
virtue of (33), the conclusion of the present statement follows. •
4 Numerical Results
In this section we attempt to meaS1lI'e experimentally the convergence factor of the classical Schwarz
Splitting (SS), the Onc-pammclcr Gcncmli::cd Schwar:: Splitting (1 PCSS) , and the Multiple-
parameter' CSS methods under different domain splittings. Notice that we have verified Tang's
numerical results in [17] using his example two-point BVP in the 1PGSS and MPGSS methods.
For the numerical results presented in this paper we have selected a more general two-point BVP,
then the one used in [17], for which our general theory developed in this paper applies. For this
purpose we apply the above SS methods to solve the Helmholz two-boundary value problem
whose true solution is
1l"(t) - 4'll = 4cosh(1), t E (0,1),
u(O) = 0, u(l) = 0
(44)
u(t) = cosh(2 t - 1.0) - cosh(1.0).
In all experiments we have assumed as initial guess of the solution the vector with all its
components -0.25 and the convergence rate was computed based on the relative second norms of
h 'd al f h d' f' (1IAxCkl_blb)t e reSl u 0 t e correspon mg system 0 equatIOns IIAxCO)-blb'
First, in Table 1 we depict the convergence rate of SS after ;3,4 and 8 iterations for different
domain splittings, overlaps, and local grid sizes. The results indicate very slow convergence.
Second, our experiments indicate that MPGSS achieves convergence rate of order 0.lE-14 after
k iterations where k is the number of spli ttings. This is consistent for all k tried up to k = 64.
Table 2 indicates the exact parameters predicted by the theory presented in the previous sections.
It is clear that MPGSS achieves a rapid rate of convergence within very small number of iterations.
Finally, we present the convergence rates for the 1PGSS method. It is worth recalling that
Tang [17] found experimentally the optimal of this method for k = 3. In this paper we have found
the closed-type formulas (24), (25) that the optimal values of 1PCSS satisfy for any value of k.
In the case of k = 2 and 3 the formulas can be solved explicitly while for k 2: 4 we solve them
numerically. Table 3 indicates the computed single parameter value and the convergence rate of
the method after k iterations where k is the number of subdomains. Notice that in case k = 3 our
theoretical value of a coincides with the numerical value found by Tang in [17]. The data suggest
that lPGSS is faster than SS but slower than AlPGSS.
Of course the significance of the GSS methods is with respect to its potential as a parallel
computation framework for solving initial/boundary value problems. This issue will be addressed




5S min (m=lO) 0.167 0.107 0.0672
SS 1/2 (m=lO) 0.250 0.159 0.0978
SS min (m=20) 0.0964 0.0692 0.0488
SS 1/2 (m=20) 0.243 0.159 0.0987
Table 1. It displays the convergence rate of Schwarz Splitting (SS)
method for minimum(min) a.nd half(I/2) overlap in the case of k =
3,4, and 8 domain splittings and for two local grid sizes m = 10 and
20. The convergence rates ill each row have been calculated after k





MPGSS min (m=10) (:3)(0.887) (4)(0.892 0.9:32) (8)(0.898 0.9430.958 0.965)
MPGSS 1/2 (m=10) (:3)(0.844) (4 )(0.848 0.906) (8)(0.855 0.9180.939 0.949)
MPGSS min (m=20) (:3)(0.94:3) (4)( 0.946 0.967) (8)(0.949 0.9720.980 0.983)
MPGSS 1/2 (m=20) (:3)(0.909) (4)(0.912 0.947) (8)(0.915 0.9540.966 0.972)
Table 2. It displays the nnmber of iterations and half of the pa-
rameters (selected to be symmetric) of the Multi-parameter General-
ized Splitting (MPGSS) method which give convergence factor 2E-15.
Two different local grids were used (m = 10,20) and three different
domain splittings (k = :3,4,8). The AfPGSS method was applied to




1PGSS min (m=10) (;3 )(0.887)(0.:38-14) (4)( 0.89:3)(5E-4) (8)(0.925)(3E-3)
IPGSS 1/2 (1l1=10) (:3)(0.844 )(0.2£-14) (4)(0.851)(2E-3) (8)(0.907)(5E-3)
1PGSS min (1l1=20) (:3)(0.943)( 0.2£-14) (4)(0.947)(4E-4) (8)(0.963)(lE-3)
1PGSS 1/2 (1l1=20) (:3)( 0.909)( 0.2£-14) (4)(0.914)(2E-3) (8)(0.955)(4E-3)
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Table 3. It displays the number of iterations, the parameter, and con-
vergence factor of the One-parameter' Generalized Splitting (1 PCSS)
method. Two different local grids were used (m = 10,20) and three
different domain splittings (k = :3,4,8). The JPOSS method was ap-
plied to boundary value problem (44). The parameter was estimated
numerically by solving equations (24) and (25).
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Appendix
A Relationships between Wi and Ct'i
Proposition Consider' the one-dimcnsional two-point boundary value p1'Oblem
- u"(t) + qu(t) = f(t), t E (Tl,T2)
under the mixed boundary conditions
(45)
(46)
where 0 < Wi :s 1, i = 1,2, and g::lt=x is the outwardly dircctcd n01'1nal derivative to the boundary
at a point t = x. If onc discrctizcs thc continuous problem (45)- (;,6) by using a uniform grid of
mesh size h(= ~;:~.;I ) and finitc differC1!ces as Jollows
u"(t) ~
u(t - h) - 2 u(t) + u( t + h)
h2
ou u( Tl ) - u( Tl + h)
(47)a1t=Tl ~n h
a'll u( T2) - u( T2 - h)
a 1t=T2 ~n h
then the resulting linear' system is given by lhe Jollowing matr'i:l: equation
f3 - cq -1 0 0 0 :z: 1 !I + C1 U1
-1 r3 -1 0 0 X2 12
0 -1 f3 -1 0 :/:3 13=h 2
0 0 -1 i3 -1 Xm-l fm-l
0 0 0 -1 i3 - (t2 :Z:m fm + C2 U2
where
r3 2= 2 + qll .
t· = Tl + ill, j; = f(ti), i=O,I"'·,m+l,1
1 - Wi
C'i = 1 - Cti + (ti h, i = 1,2.Cti
1 - Wi + Wih'
( Remark: Note that the pair oj relationships
l-w
(lnd n = ------,--
1 - w +wh




and W = )
1 - a + nh'
Ui, i = 0, 1, ... , m + 1,
denote the approximate values of u( ti), i = 0, 1, ... , m + 1. Then using the expression for u" of
(47) in (45) (See Figure 3), one gets
- Ui-1 + /3 Ui - Ui+1 = h2 Ii, i = 1,2" ", m.
Figure ;30 The lIlesh on the region.
(48)
The resulting matrix equation is obtained by (\,pplying the mixed boundary conditions (46) on
the difference equations (48). First consider the boundary t = TI' The difference equation at the




1 - Wi + Wi h '
then
1 - Hi
Wi = i = 1,2.
1 - (ti +O:ih'
Subtracting alul from both sides of the equation in (49), one gets
2h 11 + 'lto - 0'1 'Ill
2· . '/La - 'Ill
h II +(1 - (tl) Uo + (VIII. ---
h
2.. au
~ h II + (1 - (q) 'ILo + (t1 h -;:)It=Tl
un
2 1 - 0:1 al h au
h 11+(1-(t]+CI' l h)(1 I ua+ I ~lt=Tl)
- (tl + 0'1 ~ 1 - al + at ~ un
2 .
h II +C\ UI
Hence the discretization equation at the nodal point t = t l is approximately given by
29
(49)
Similarly the discretization equation at the Jlodal point t = tm is
Therefore the result follows. •
B Solution of the system of the resulting finite difference equa-
tions
Proposition The solution [151 , Oz,· .. , bmV of the system of equations
(13 - 0:1) 01
+ P Op




where 0 :S O:i < 1, i = 1,2, and /3 2: 2, is given by
'p = {
sinh«m-p+l)O) - «2 sinh((m-p)O)
sinh{{m+l)O) - «<1+(>2) sinh(mO)+ (>1 (>2 sinh{(m-l)O)
(m-p+l) - (>2 (m-p)
for (3 > 2
for /3 = 2,
where () = arccosh( ~).
Proof: First consider the case of /3> 2. Then /3 = eO +e-o since (3 = 2cosh(()), () > O. In this




The characteristic equation of the difference eq nation in (50)
has the two distinct roots 1'1,2 = co, c-o. Th liS t he general soln tion of the difference equation (50)
is given by
.( _ (' ( ,0)P + C-' ( -o)PUp - ..' I (. -'Z e . (52)
To determine the coefficients C1 , Cz in (52), we apply the boundary conditions (51) into the general
solution (52) to get the system of equations
C1 (1 - 0:1 eO) + ('2 (1 - 0:1 e-O) 1,
C1 (e{m+l)0-o:zemO ) + ('2(e-(m+J)0-0:'2e-mO) O.
:30




(1- alcO) (1- ole-O) ])
det (e(m+I)O _ o:zcmO) (e-(m+I)O _ o:ze-mO)
_(e(m+I)O _ o:zemO) + (e-(m+I)O _ It:ze-mO)
-al( _(emo - a:zc(m-I)O) + (e- mO _ o:ze-(m-I)O) )
-2(sinh«(m+ 1)8) - (al + a:z) sinh(mO) - al a:z sinh((m-1)O). (54)
Note that D < 0, in (54), because 0 S; lti < 1, i = 1,2. Substituting DCI ,DC2 in (53) into the
general solution (52), we have
D (:1 e1lO + D (,'.2 e- pO
-2 (sinh((m - p + 1)0) - 0:z sinh«(m - p)O)).
Substituting D of (54) into (55), we conclude that
{j _ sinh«m-l+l )0)-<1'2 sinh«m-p)O)
p - sinh«m+l)0)-«'I+"2) sillh(mO)-<1'I <1'2 sinh«m-I)O"
(55)
For the case of f3 = 2, the characteristic pquation for the difference equation in (50) has only
one solution r = 1. So the general solution will be of the form
Similar steps to the previous ones lead to
{J (m-l'+1 )-<1'2 (m-l')
p = (m+I)-(C'l+n2) m - ('I <1'2 (m-l)'
which concludes the proof. •
C The eigenvalues of the matrix Gk
Proposition Let Gk be the (I. - l) x (I,: - 1) block matri'J:
[
0 91] I.: = :2,91 0 '
:31
E U 0 0 0
L D U 0 0
0 L D U 0
ch = k ~ ;3 (56)
0 0 L D U
0 0 0 L ET
where
E = [0 91], L = [9:3 0], D = [0 92], U = [0 0].
92 0 0 0 92 0 0 93
and 919293 :I O. Then the eigenvalues /\ oj the mat7'ix Ch, different Jmm 0 and ±(92 ± g3), satisfy
the following equation
95A((f - (;) + (9i93 - 9~i - g?93)((}-1 - (;-1) + (91 - 92)2A((f-2 - (;-2) = 0
where (1 and (2 are the two mots oj
(57)
(58)
Proof: The eigenvalue-eigenvector problem for Uk is equivalent to the boundary value problem






i = 2"", k - 2, (59)
where A is an eigenvalue of Ch and [Z[' zT"", zLlf is the corresponding eigenvector. We can
transform the system of equations (59) to the eq ui valen tone
L Zo + (D - E) Zl
L Zi-1 + (D - A I) Zi + U Zi+l
(D-ET)Zk_1 + UZk
0,




where the first and the last equations constitute the boundary conditions. The matrix difference
equations in (60) can be solved by the nonll1onic matrix polynomial theory [5J. The nonmonic
matrix polynomial
<I>(() = U(2 +(D - MK + L
= [9:3 - /\ ( 92 ( ]
92( 9:3 e - A(
is the characteristic equation corresponding to the matrix difference equation (60). If (X, J) is
the finite Jordan pair of (61), Theorem 8.:3 ill [5J gives the general solution of homogeneous finite
difference equations in (60) by tIle expressions
Zi = X.}'(.',i = 0,1,2"", (62)
(0 =
where C = [co, Cl, c2]T is a constant vector to be determined by the boundary conditions. The
determinant of the matrix polynomial (() 1) is given by
where
0,
(A2 + 95 - 91) + VP..2 +95 - 91)2 - 4(g3 >.)2
(1 =
2g3 >.
Therefore the eigenvalues of the matrix polynomial <l>( () are given by (0, (1, (2. One notes that
(63)
Since>' i: ±(g2 ± g3), it is (1 i: (2 and therefore the matrices <1>( (i) and the eigenvectors of <1>(()
corresponding to the eigenvalues (i are as follows
<1>( (0) = [ 9d ~ ], Xo = [~ ],
<1>((1) [ g3 - ~\ (I 92 (I ] Xl [ ~1 ] ,= 9:3 (f - ,\ (I ' =92~1
<1>((2) [ 9:3 - ~\ (2 92 (2 ] [ ~2 ]= }. , Xl.g2~2 g:3 (2 - ,\ (2
where
,\ (1 - 9:3
WI = <tnd
9}.(1
Then, the finite Jordan pair (X,J) is givPl1 by
x = [0 1 I] and
1 WI W}. [
0 0 0]




The constant vector C in (62) is determined by the boundary conditions in (60). Applying (65)
and (62) to the first boundary condition in (GO), one gets
[
g3 0] [0 1 1] [Co] [0
o 0 1 WI W2 ~: + 0 ][~
which implies
(66)
Similarly the second boundary condition gives
(67)
So the equations (66) and (67) form the simple matrix equation problem
Since equation (68) must have a non-trivial solution, the determinant of the matrix in (68) must
be zero. Using (63) and (64), one can get for the determinant D of the matrix in (68) that
2 D 2 \((k (k):3 :3 '2 )( -k-1 -k-1) ( )'2 \((k-2 (k-'2)- 92 = 9392/\ 1 - '2 + (9'29:3 - 9'2[/:3 - [II g'2g3 ~ 1 - ~'2 + g'2 91 - g'2 /\ 1 - 2 .
Since 92 f:. 0, the result follows. •
